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Technical Documentation 
VIBREX® Front Cleaner TYPE CLIP ML 

with hole circle tensioner 
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3. Maintenance 
4. Spare, wear and accessory parts 
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1. Safety instructions 
 
Working at running conveyor belt is dangerous. 
Stop conveyor belt before start of mounting and, if necessary, the inlet in the transfer 
chute and secure against unauthorized restarting. Observe the regulations for 
prevention of accidents. 
Only trained and practised personnel is allowed in coordination with the individual 
safety regulations and the mounting conditions to adjust the VIBREX conveyor belt 
cleaners at running conveyor belt. The control and maintenance personnel has to be 
instructed according to the safety regulations before the conveyor belt is taken into 
operation.  

2. Mounting 
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a) Take measure a - b from the schedule in drawing no. 2.03.3.2283- to determine the centre of the axle in 
accordance with the drum diameter.  

b) Transfer the measures to the transfer chute and mark the centre of the universal hanger mount (pos.1) in a 
lateral distance of 100 mm from the axle centre (drawing no. 2.03.3.2533-).  

c) Screw or weld angle of universal hanger mount onto both sides of the belt structure of the steel construction 
or onto the housing and fix hole bars.  

d) Fasten loosely by screws a bearing plate (pos. 4) with the axle bearing to the top at the hole pin. 

e) Push the positioning ring (pos. 2) and an axle bearing bush (pos. 3, collar inside) onto one axle end and 
insert bearing plate. 

f) Push second bearing plate bush (collar inside) and bearing plate onto the other end of the axle and screw 
loosely at the the hole bars. Press axle bearing bushes to the outside into the bearing plates. 

g) Push the hole circle tensioner (pos 5, 2 hole circle tensioners are mounted when belt width is 1200 mm or 
more) onto the axle end which is opposite to the conveyor belt drive and tighten the fixing screws and 
counter them. Press strongly the hole circle tensioner against the bearing plate and set positioning ring from 
behind against it and tighten. 

h) Fasten screws of the bearing plate strongly and insert the safety pin in the hole circle tensioner.  

i) Clip front blades (pos.8) onto profile axle (pos. 7) and adjust them centrically to the belt. Fasten clip clamp 
catch (pos.9) and tighten. 

j) Take the safety pin out of the hole circle tensioner. Put the tensioning wrench on the outer hexagon of the 
hole circle tensioner and tension the cleaner. After belt contact, turn the front blades by another hole. Insert 
pin and secure. 

k) Observe cleaning effect, if necessary tension again. 

!
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3. Maintenance 
According to general experiences with sophisticated machine elements the following maintenance cycles 
should be observed and, if necessary, adapted to the operational requirements: 

a) Weekly inspection  

b) Monthly actuation and tensioning respectively adjusting  

c) Quarter and half year checking of the final wearing date and, if necessary, preliminary exchange of the worn 
out scraper blades.  

d) At big plants, the completely equipped axles are often exchanged and maintained in the workshop. 

4. Spare and Wear Parts  
Pos. Denomination   B. w. A. Material Dim. Art.-No. 

5 Hole circle tensioner cons. of :  
hole circle segment 
angle bolt 
tensioning wrench 

  
aluminium 
steel,zinced  
steel,zinced  

  
 

027110 

7 Profile Axle 500  L = 1000 027220 
  650  L = 1200 027221 
  800  L = 1400 027222 
  1000  L = 1600 027223 
  1200 aluminium L = 1800 027224 
  1400  L = 2200 027225 
  1600  L = 2400 027226 
  1800  L = 2600 027227 
  2000  L = 3000 027228 
8 Rocket front blades  Polyurethane B = 100 027003 
 incl. clip clamp  aluminium B = 100  
 

(8) 
Rocket front blade 
                support and wear part 
                support part 
                wear part 

  
 
Polyurethane 
 

 
 

B = 100 

 
028426 
028427 
028428 

(8) Clip clamp for rocket front blade  aluminium B = 100 028328 
 
 
 
5. Drawings 
This documentation      2.04.3.2091- 
includes drawing nos.:    2.02.3.2283- 
               2.03.4.2294- 
               2.03.3.2286- 
               2.01.4.2527- 
               2.01.4.2528- 
               2.03.3.2533- 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Technical modifications reserved 
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